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Abstract. Systems biology is a new science, where the research field as constraint based genome – scale
reconstruction modeling and analysis past 10 years has been rapidly advanced and created new biological and
computational advance for computer modeling the metabolism of the living organisms. The example could be
bacteria Z. Mobilis for bioethanol production, cyanobacteria Synechococcus Elongatus for biobutanol
production, cyanobacteria Cyanothece 51142 for biohydrogen production. This research field is used to find
solutions for improving the organism metabolism to produce more fuel substance than in a conventional way.
Constraint based genome – scale reconstruction modeling and analysis methods limiting feature is that the
modeling process is simulated only within a fixed pH level and temperature, where the cells do not take into
account the changing thermodynamic properties contrary to the nature of ongoing. In the paper an insight is
described into the multi agents standards-based genome-scale reconstruction modeling and analyze software
scheme, where each bacterium is viewed as a separate agent with own properties in dynamic environment and
analyzed as a multi agent system as whole. As the model reconstruction analysis tool Cobra Toolbox 2.0 is used
and for thermodynamic properties analyze von Bertalanffy extension is used, which provides reactions direction
adjustment. The authors’ research result is the schema, which describes agents collaboration, deliberation, goal
based behavior, communication and planning processes, interaction interface with user and multi agent genome
– scale reconstruction modeling software.
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Introduction
The genome scale reconstruction (GSR) approach is to make GSR analyses in one organism and
at specific conditions [1]. Some starting researches in bioprocess control algorithm are made [2],
which show in theory that there should be possibilities to combine GSR models with other impacting
parameters in fermentation environment to model results. In nature environment could impact
differently the environment and biological processes in real life than the GSR analyses shows. In
precision agriculture the fermentation opportunities of bacteria for biogass, biohydrogen and
bioethanol and even biobutanol for real life conditions have not even been modeled because of
expensive experiments. The main goal of the paper is to create the Multi Agent Genome-Scale
reconstruction Modeling Software (MAGSMS) scheme, which describes how to divide environment in
environmental agents, bacterial agents, how the pH level, temperature, osmotic and hydrostatic
pressure, food and water existence influence on whole modeling environment should be calculated.
GSR analysis tool from COBRA toolbox will be used in the MAGSMS scheme [3]. For
thermodynamically feasible GSR Von Bertalanffy toolbox extension should be used [4], MAGSMS
modeling environment should be made by object oriented language Python [5].
Materials and methods
Microorganisms that are specialized to convert sugars into ethanol in the most efficient way are
expected to be cells with minimal functionality, equipped only with the specialized catalytic capability
for the formation of the desired product and for the replication and renewal of this catalytic function.
The creation of a minimal cell that is able to self-assemble and to self-replicate based on a limited
number of genes is an intriguing goal in biology. Several approaches have been proposed to realize
this goal, using comparative genomic, genetic, or biochemical tools [6 – 10].
Growth medium
The growth medium for microorganisms could be anything starting with biogass production [11]
different types of digester, Ethanol production from wide spectrum of sugars or even sugar mix [12],
even making biobutanol from carbon dioxide for cyanobacteria Synechococcus Elongatus [13] and
also biohydrogen production necessary growth medium for cyanobacteria Cyanothece 51142 [14].
Each organism needs its own growth medium. Making MAGMMS there is a need to include medium
definition parameters with unlimited amount of substance for microorganism growth. Also there
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should be an opportunity to add some ions, chemical compounds and even different microorganisms
with different growth medium requirements. The growth medium should not include physical things
like digester, because it is too difficult to split into basic chemical elements, which means the
MAGMMS user should choose the chemical compound from the software offered ones rather than add
by himself. This means that the user will need some basic knowledge in constraint based modeling
approach [15].
Growing environment
In the growing environment four basic components (food, moisture, warmth and time) should be
calculated which taken together cause bacterial growth and should be included in modeling MAGSMS
[16, 17]. As food or necessary nutrients (as nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus and others) for each type of
bacteria is different, for example, to produce bioethanol [18] or even biobutanol [13], we need sugars
which can consume – a carbon source to transform sugar to ethanol. Some bacteria to produce biogas
use digester as food. Some nutrients catalases bacteria growth some do not do any impact on the
growth rate, but it all should be added as the parameters in MAGSMS.
Bacteria cannot grow without water. Bacteria need some degree of moister to start consume food.
Each bacteria has its own moister degree level to start consume food. Many bacteria are quickly killed
buy dry conditions, but some can survive some time without water and later added these bacteria could
start consume it. MAGSMS will need to have an ability get the data about water activity in the
fermentation modeling process [16].
Difference of temperature is one of the main factors which influence bacterial growth.
Theoretically, bacteria have an ability to grow at all temperatures between the freezing point of water
and the temperature at which protein coagulates. If temperature reaches below the minimal growth
temperature, bacteria stop the growth, but if temperature rises above the maximal growth temperature
bacteria should soon be killed [16]. Temperature dependence should be added in MAGSMS as
mathematical equation.
Time is one of the constraints in bacteria growth. At ideal conditions bacteria will grow and
multiply by dividing into two pieces every 20 minutes. After 6 hours in ideal conditions one bacterium
should divide in 131 072 bacteria and this method should be included in MAGSMS as the changing
value by environment conditions [16].
There are also some factors what affect the growth rate of bacteria – Ph level, by oxygen
dependency for growth and competition conditions between different numbers of bacteria in
environment for food [16]. These competition conditions should be described between different
bacteria as dependency between agents interaction in MAGSMS.
Ph level in environment as the acidity factor should be calculated also and in different places in
the environment independently, because moisture or water Ph level cannot be equal everywhere in the
environment. Bacteria sensitivity to ph acidity level in environment is described in two terms – ph
maximum and ph optimum [16].
Osmotic pressure is known as diffusion of water across cell membranes in response to solute
concentrations, if the osmotic pressure is higher in bacteria than in environment then it will prevent
bacteria consumption of food through the membrane. This parameter should be gained from the user
of MAGSMS to calculate the diffusion possibility of bacteria food (substrate) [16].
Hydrostatic pressure [19] is a physical parameter which changes in ion fluxes across the
membrane, which drives the influx or efflux of water and leads to cell volume recovery. The changes
of these parameters should be included as mathematical equations in MAGSMS as additional
conditions for genome – scale reconstruction model reaction directionality [16].
Dynamically changing environment
For modeling it is very important to define the environment parameters and changing speed of
environment. As in precision agriculture there are already defined agent based software environment
properties [20] then MAGSMS modeling environment is dynamical, stochastic, discrete and accessible
environment. Methodology of modeling should include the ability to calculate each bacterium
parameter, GSR fluxes of all even different types of bacteria. The multi agent system approach [21]
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could make the most necessary calculations of MAGSMS, include in modeling constraints of the
growth medium parameters and count them for each bacterium in MAGSMS environment. The agent
type could be a practical reasoning agent or deductive reasoning agent with their abilities. At
simplifier MAGSMS modeling with several parameters which make modeling more theoretical then
realistic to the real life dynamic environment it is better to use deductive reasoning agents, but in case
if MAGSMS modeling environment parameters will be more closer to the real dynamical changing
environment, then it would be better to use practical reasoning agents, because the deliberation process
of the deductive reasoning agent can take much more calculation time in this case and it means – end
reasoning should be faster in calculations on deliberation, planning processes.
Analytical techniques
The main goal of MAGSMS is to model the necessary product creation from some food for
bacteria taking into account also the physical constraints of environment and bacteria count. At the
first MAGSMS version the temperature, pH, pressure and other parameters will change linearly, it
means that there will not be helping tools which could improve the speed of these parameter changings
in the appropriate time. The genome – scale reconstruction reactions directionality will change
according to Von Bertalanffy 1.0 toolbox extension methods [4] using Gibbs energy, metabolite
concentrations, algorithm bounds.
Yield and flux calculation and carbon balance
GSRs calculate the flux of objective function, for example, Biomass reaction flux, product, and
substrate. This flux shows the ability to produce products from substrate. These calculations are made
for one bacterium and to calculate the product yield we need to calculate each bacterium flux taking
into account all constraints of environment and growth media, calculate each bacterium product flux
under different MAGSMS environment conditions and get average flux value from all bacteria if it is
possible.
Also we need to calculate bacteria biomass reaction flux which means increase of the bacteria
biomass yield which will impact the substrate consumption rate. This should be calculated for each
bacterium separately and converteded as time in which bacterium will divide. Calculation of full
dividing time for each bacterium will depend of flux equation of bacterium multiply with the time
coefficient.
Calculation programming languages
For GSR calculations Matlab [22] programming language or Python programming language in
Windows operating system should be used. GSR analyses tool COBRA toolbox (available at
http://opencobra.sourceforge.net) is developed in Matlab environment and has access to already made
scripts. These scripts are rewritten in programming language Python code, but directionality
calculation COBRA toolbox extension Von Bertelanffy 1.0 has not yet been transformed to Python
programming language, that means Genome – scale reconstruction analysis should be done using
Matlab based COBRA toolbox scripts. Also there is a need to make agent based programmed
environment for the modeling approach. For that we would suggest to use Python programming
language as it supports the agent based object oriented programming and also has the ability in future
to be used for genome – scale reconstruction analyses.
Results and discussion
As a result of this paper the authors purpose MAGSMS schema as software for the systems
biology approach modeling using genome – scale reconstruction analysis and combining this approach
with the Python agent object – oriented programming language approach for growth media and growth
environment constraint modeling. MAGSMS architecture should consist of 2 general types of agents:
Environmental agent – environment is divided in many cubes and one cube should be able to
carry out two bacteria in environment Fig. 1 in b section. They are responsible for the growth medium
and environment medium properties like food, moisture or water, warmth, pH level, oxygen existence,
temperature, osmotic pressure, hydrostatic pressure. This kind of agent should have the following
functions.
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• Mobility – these agents are mobile. Their properties are calculated using the GSR calculation
results of substrate consumption flux, product flux, biomass flux.
• Collaboration – bacterial agent collaborates in two methods:
‒ environmental medium collaboration – they should calculate global difference in
temperature, pH, hydrostatic and osmatic pressure and also count of bacterial agents in
this environment.
‒ bacterial collaboration – gives information about environmental agent local
temperature, pH, hydrostatic and osmatic pressure to bacterial agent for the
recalculation process of new genome – scale reconstruction constraints in each
bacteria.
• Agent properties – it includes temperature, pH, hydrostatic and osmatic pressure value of
environment, stores substrate and product yield. All agents should have the same dimensional
size.
• Communication information – communicating with environmental agents they should transfer
the recalculated global information about temperature, pH, hydrostatic and osmatic pressure
value. Communicating with bacterial agents they should transfer local temperature, pH,
hydrostatic and osmatic pressure value for genome – scale reconstruction constraint
recalculations.
Bacterial agent – bacterial agent could be much in count and type where changing information
could be GSRs between the bacterial type, one type bacteria genome – scale reconstruction
constraints, dividing time calculation constraints, thermodynamically feasible GSR model calculations
and results in reaction directionality. This kind of agent should have the following functions (Fig. 1).
• Mobility – these agents are not mobile they are stationary. Their properties are calculated
using growth and environment medium to model bacteria in MAGSMS closer to real life
conditions.
• Collaboration – bacterial agent collaboration is divided into two methods:
‒ environmental medium collaboration – bacterial agent sends information about
calculated genome – scale reconstruction reaction fluxes, it receives information about
environmental agent calculated local temperature, pH, hydrostatic and osmatic
pressure for thermodynamically balanced genome – scale reconstruction. Information
is sent about the produced product and consumed substrate yield.
‒ bacterial collaboration – sends information about movement direction to nearest
bacterial agent in one environmental agent radius.
• Agent properties – it includes GSR reaction flux calculations, biomass flux calculation,
dividing time calculation, calculates substrate consumption and product production yield.
• Communication information – communicating with bacterial agent they should transfer
movement and collision information, with environmental agent they transfer local
temperature, pH level, hydrostatic and osmatic pressure. Also information about the produced
product and consumed substrate yield is sent.

Environmental
agents

Environmental
agents
Dividing bacterial
agent

Bacterial agent

Environmental
agents

a)
b)
Fig. 1. Graphical interpretation of environmental agent and bacterial agent in modelling
MAGSMS environment: a – modelling environment; b – structure modelling environment
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Conclusions
1. This modeling approach gives an opportunity to simulate different bacteria collaboration, with
even different genome-scale reconstructions for product production. This approach modeling also
is good for precision agriculture science, because it allows modeling the fermentation process
starting with feasible different agricultural land climatic conditions and ending with bioreactor
strict conditions.
2. This modeling weakness is calculation resources, because if we use many count bacteria and each
bacterium has own large genome – scale reconstruction to run then one personal computer
calculation resources will be not enough. There should be also tested possibilities to make
MAGSMS for cluster type calculation resources distribution.
3. In future there is a need to create agents and their environment constraints, define their properties
as close as it could be made relaying to real dynamical environment, to create agents collaboration
and information transferring processes as close as real conditions in nature, to take research of the
physical properties for bacteria in that kind of environment. Make real experiments and compare
the obtained results with the modeling data.
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